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Relevance of the research issue is based on the fact that despite of the effort of different countries and international organizations to fight international terrorism it is becoming global and its action more destructive. Terrorism currently acquires new forms and becomes a threat to national security and global political process. Political, economic inequality, global demographic polarization have become a basis for terrorist organizations and bring them to professional level, allows them to acquire better armory and technical means to initiate their illegal activity. The possibility for such organization to get chemical bacterial and even nuclear weapons increases and apparently rises up their potential. Obviously it threatens national security of all countries. What'smore the serious danger is that terrorist organizations position themselves as defenders of afflicted members of society so that to justify their actions. It is clear that neither a country nor a group of countries can fight separately the international terrorism which destroys the security of all social institutions worldwide.

The phenomenon of terrorism has become a close object for social, political and psychological researches and that predefined the subject of this article. Based on the above the study of international terrorism and implementation of new methods to fight it has a great value.

The purpose of the work is to outline key problems is the international terrorism.
Research objectives: is the complex study of global terrorism and means of counteracting it. To aim the target the following solutions of the problems were stated:

- To outline the affect of global terrorism on national security of the countries
- To research international legal forms of cooperation between different states to resist terrorism.
- To study the problems of global terrorism opposition in domestic and foreign policy of Russian Federation.
- To identify prospects of cooperation between Russia and other states to fight international terrorism.

Scientific novelty: The systematic analysis of contemporary global terrorism and means of fighting it, as well as international legal base for it, was carried out. The most problematic regions and terrorism threat level in Russian Federation where analyzed. Also domestic and foreign policy of our government with regards of terrorism fighting was analyzed. Based on carried analysis the set of measures to counter act global terrorism was suggested as well as the term global terrorism.

Structure: the two chapters, containing two paragraphs each, the conclusion and a 134-reference bibliography (27 of which are in foreign languages) and the 1 Appendixes. The total volume is 73 pages.

Summary: International terrorism commonly referred as Plague of the Twenty First century renders the real threat to security and stability of all nations, human rights and freedoms in modern Russia and worldwide as well. The increasing number of terrorist organizations and expanding area of their activities leads to huge threat of national security of modern countries. To begin with the problem of terrorism has become a significant political phenomenon which affect the nature, dynamics and content of world order. Apparently the number of terrorist attacks is increasing daily. Besides, the arming
of conflicts as a consequence of scientific and technical progress comes to a new higher level.
The counteraction to international terrorism is of current interest to all members of the global community inclusive Russian Federation, both from internal and external political interests. Terrorism inside the country violets the stability of political system, destabilizes the political course, tends to paralyze the actions of authorities, to undermine their power.
The terrorists and extremists organizations aim to destabilize political situation in country. All above threats Russian society and country generally. Analyzing the current global situation we conclude of necessity of complex international approach to terrorism fighting and preventing measure to eliminate the very reasons of terrorism, to coordination and responsibility to counteract terrorism in which United Nation Organization should have leading role.
Finally, we think that each country should concentrate its effort to fight terrorism domestically, to find out potential threats and possible leaders of illegal formations. Essential role in cultivating negative attitude to terrorism play mass media, cultural and religious organizations, ideology, social institutions and other.